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“It’s easy to be a saint in paradise” 

While studying Steven Galloway’s Cellist of Sarajevo, I often found myself disapproving of the 

characters’ actions, such as when Kenan leaves Mrs. Ristovski’s water bottles behind. Yet from my 

position in a life of relative luxury it is unfair for me to judge their response to war. The above quote 

comes from Star Trek Deep Space Nine, the franchise’s grittiest installment, and I believe that it relates 

well to my view of the novel. It is spoken by Star Trek’s first African American lead, Captain Benjamin 

Sisko, about a group of humans on the frontier of known space who left behind the high minded ideals 

of earth in order to fend off an alien incursion. People like me, or those on Earth, cannot hope to 

understand what people have to go through during war, or what they lose. Each of the main characters 

in the novel lose a fundamental aspect of their pre-war selves: Arrow loses her feelings, Kenan loses 

his generosity and Dragan loses connection with others. However, each of them is reminded of who 

they and their city once were by the cellist, either directly of indirectly, inspiring them all to reclaim what 

they lost. In the end, each of them realize that simple survival is not enough; art, culture, and 

relationships are just as critical as water in retaining humanity in times of war. 

Arrow believes that she can separate who she was before the war, Alisa, with the killer she 

becomes during it. She tries to justify the actions of her new persona, saying that the men on the hills 

robbed Sarajevans of “the memory of what it was to be alive in a time” before the war, and that she is 

only reciprocating to avenge and protect her fellow citizens. But in doing so, she has lost her ability to 

feel for them or herself. While remembering her breakdown over the wondrousness of life some ten 

years prior, she “doesn’t really believe” that it was anything more than the “ridiculous sentimentality of a 

teenage girl.” She now “enjoy[s] fighting back,” allowing rage to be her only emotion. Yet, she is not 

really fighting back as much as she is just fighting. As a sniper, she initiates conflict against people who 

have done nothing to her, beyond being a part of the group she so abhors. At the end of her first 



chapter, Arrow notices that she is not concerned about “the insignificance of [an] injury” she receives, 

representing how she doesn’t even care about herself anymore. She also thinks of killing as a 

“non-event” -- it doesn’t matter to her and she stops going to funerals because they no longer impact 

her.  

Though Arrow does not feel anymore, she seems to recognize that is something she has lost, 

shown by her decision to protect the cellist, who momentarily restores her. She quickly shrugs off this 

outpouring of emotion as weak, but recognizes the importance of the cellist to others and vows to 

protect him for them. 

Quickly, Arrow slips back to who the war made her, and forgets that her mission is to protect the 

cellist, not kill the other sniper, shown on age 144 when she thinks of that as being the most important. 

Later, Arrow kills the sniper while he is enjoying the cellist’s music, likely out of anger that she can’t feel 

it herself. She kills him because of the group she represents, suggesting that she is not really any better 

than the men on the hills. Neither of them see the humanity of who they are killing, seeing only 

“targets”. Arrow used to be on her university target shooting team, so thinking of men as targets is likely 

one of her ways to justify her actions. 

It is not until Arrow sees Colonel Karaman and his men visibly embody the traits she despises, 

killing for the sake of killing and thinking of the men on the hills as simply “other”, that she truly sees 

these own traits within herself. This is shown when she refuses to kill the civilian Hasan wants her to, 

realizing, as she “hears music” in her head, that doing so would mean she is exactly the same as the 

men on the hills. In the end Arrow chooses to die as Alisa rather than continuing to  personify the very 

traits she detests as Arrow. She realizes that life is not worth living if you are only consumed by hatred, 

and that she cannot keep her two identities fully separate, because she would remain Arrow even after 

the war. 

At the beginning of the novel Kenan believes that Sarajevo will stand united against the men on 

the hills, that “everyone… will help each other.” Yet as the war goes on and becomes worse, Kenan no 

longer feels a desire to help anyone other than his own blood relatives. He wants to be one of the 



people who rebuilds Sarajevo, but in leaving Mrs. Ristovski’s water bottles behind and not helping 

anyone during the brewery bombing, he becomes one of the “men of questionable character” who he 

believes should not be allowed to rebuild the city. If he continued on this path for the whole novel, he 

would become like Mrs. Ristovski, a WW2 survivor: jaded, hardened, and uncaring. 

When Kenan hears the cellist play the Adagio, he has a vision of Sarajevo as it can be again in 

the future, where people connect with each other and are happy again. The music reminds him that 

kindness to others is equally as important as survival if he ever wants to return to Sarajevo as the man 

he was before, This is shown when he engages with and comforts a grieving mother at the bakery, and 

when he goes to recover Mrs. Ristovski’s water bottles, at risk to his own survival. By the end of the 

novel he wants to “talk about their families” with Ismet and continue helping his fellow citizens, as he 

knows that is fighting against the men on the hills in his own way. By preserving how Sarajevo was 

before, he counterattacks their attempts to break the city’s spirit.  

Instead of using it to lash out, Dragan internalizes all his pain and shuts himself off from 

everyone he used to know to avoid taking in anymore. This is shown when he ignores and hides his 

face from his old friend Amil, a man who would remind him of how much he has lost. He believes he is 

“better off without” friends, not realizing the impact and importance of human connections. 

As he is heading to the bakery, avoiding his family, he runs into Emina, an old friend who he 

“always liked”. Yet he avoids her too, and even when she initiates a conversation he avoids topics like 

family, which could remind them of their losses. 

Emina does not react to the war like Dragan. In fact, she is quite the opposite, seeking out more 

connection and helping more people because of it, like how she is bringing medicine to a sick woman. 

As the story progresses, she reveals that she listens to the cellist and does what she can to preserve 

the old Sarajevo like he does. When all Dragan sees is the “grey that is everywhere”, Emina and her 

bright “blue wool coat” represent what the city, and Dragan himself, can be if they refuse to let the war 

remove their connection with others. As he talks to Emina, he sees that he enjoys simply talking and 

sharing jokes with her, like people used to. When Dragan sees a dog running across the street, he 



realizes he cares as little for anyone else as he does for that dog. By isolating himself, Dragan loses his 

ability to connect at all. Once he begins to realize this he starts to change his behaviour. 

Dragan pulls the hatless man away from the view of the camera because he does not want 

Sarajevo to be seen as a place where dead bodies are left to rot. That body was once a real person, 

and people need to be reminded of that if they want to return the city to what it was before. When 

Dragan greets the old man he passes, he continues to act as he would have before the war, and is 

therefore defying the men on the hills, not letting them remove from him what it means to be alive.  

As I was rereading the cellist’s section at the beginning of the novel, I realized that the Adagio, 

like the city, will not be reconstructed exactly as it was. The memories of the war and how all the 

citizens lived through it will give them a better understanding of why it is important to live beyond simple 

survival, and how vital connection, generosity, and feeling for others is. 


